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Background: Although knee replacements have specifically designed patella prostheses that corre-
spond to the geometry of their femoral components, a patella prosthesis that is unmatched to the
femoral component may occasionally be inserted. In revision total knee arthroplasty (TKA), an
originally resurfaced patella may be left, but the femoral component revised to one that does not
match the patella. Few studies have compared the outcome of matched and unmatched patella
components in TKA. This study compared the primary or revision TKA outcome of procedures
where patella components matched to their femoral counterparts were inserted, with procedures
using patella and femoral components that were unmatched.
Methods: Data on all primary and revision TKA procedures without a patella component or a
matched or an unmatched patella component were obtained from the Australian Orthopaedic As-
sociation National Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR). Revision surgery was the outcomemea-
sure. Cumulative percent revised (CPR)were calculated and Hazard ratios with p values were used
to test statistical significance.
Results: In primary TKA, there were higher rates of revision where unmatched patella components
were used, regardless of implant design. There was no difference in the second revision rates of un-
matched versusmatchedpatella component groups. Thiswas evidentwheredelayed resurfacingwas
carried out, andwhere the patella prosthesiswas left alone but the femoral componentwas changed.
Conclusions:All primary TKA procedures require a patella component corresponding to the femoral
component if the patella is resurfaced. Conversely, revision knee arthroplasties are not affected by
the use of dissimilar patella and femoral components.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There are three approaches that surgeons use with regard to patella resurfacing in total knee arthroplasty (TKA): those that
never resurface, those that always resurface, and those that selectively resurface [1]. When the patella is resurfaced, it may be
matched or unmatched to the femoral component. This may be due to preference for certain techniques or instruments for a
particular patella component's insertion, or for design features of the patella prosthesis. Examples may be the choice of an inset style
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of patella component for a knee system that offers only the onlay style, or the use of a round domed style of patella in preference to an
asymmetrical patella prosthesis.

In the revision setting where an unresurfaced patella is subsequently resurfaced, an unmatched patellar component may be
used. This may be due to a variety of reasons, including surgeon preference or when the original knee design cannot be identified
or if the matching patella component is no longer available. On occasion, in major TKA revision procedures both the femoral and
tibial components are revised to a different system, but the original patella component remains in situ. Potential concerns with an
unmatched patella component are risk of instability, maltracking, point loading leading to focal polyethylene wear, and anterior
knee pain [2].

The objective of this study was to compare the outcome of matched and unmatched patella components in both primary and
revision TKA.

2. Materials and methods

All datawereprovided andanalyzed by theAustralianOrthopaedicAssociationNational Joint Replacement Registry (AOANJRR). Since
beginning in 1999, the AOANJRR has collected data on TKA procedures in Australiawith complete nationwide data commencing in 2002.
The data included procedures to the end of December 2014.

Data analysis for primary TKA only included procedures with a diagnosis of osteoarthritis (OA). There were two groups for the
TKA revision analysis: all first revision TKA where the patella was not resurfaced in the primary procedure, and all revision TKA
that had a patella resurfacing in the primary and where the revision procedure replaced the femoral component. All primary and
revision TKA procedures were classified as having either no patella prosthesis, or a patella component that was either matched or
unmatched to the femoral component. This categorization was made by assessing the make and manufacturer of the prostheses.
For example, if a procedure recorded an LCS femoral component (DePuy, Warsaw, Ind, US) and a PFC patella (DePuy, Warsaw, Ind,
US) this would be considered an unmatched patella even though the same company produces both of these prostheses. Further analysis
was performed to determine the impact of age, gender, prosthesis stability and mobility of the tibial insert. Revisions for infection were
excluded.

2.1. Statistical analysis

Kaplan–Meier estimates of survivorship were used to describe the time to revision of an arthroplasty, with censoring at the
timeof death or closure of the dataset at the endof December 2014. The unadjusted cumulative percent revision,with an accompanying
95% confidence interval (CI), was calculatedwith the use of unadjusted pointwise Greenwood estimates. Hazard ratioswere calculated
with use of Cox proportional-hazards models, adjusting for age and sex, and were used to make statistical comparisons of the revision
rates between groups. The assumption of proportional hazards was checked analytically for eachmodel; if the interaction between the

Figure 1. Cumulative percent revision of primary total knee arthroplasty by patella usage (Primary Diagnosis OA). There was a higher rate of revision when the
patella was not resurfaced or an unmatched patella implant was used.
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